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CHAPTER 3 

TRANSPARENT CONDUC~ING TIN DIOXIDE. FILMS 

BY A NOVEt. CVD TECHNIQUE 

======================================================== 



*3.1. Introduction : 

'l'here are some semiconducting oxides where - simulta

neous _occurance of high optical transp~~nqy in the 

visible region and high electrical conduction is observed. 

Such semi condu.c'!;ing oxides are called tr<:msparent conduct-
• , • • • r • r , • _ 

ing oxj,.des _or transpar~nt conductors ('l'CO). These are 

obtained by creating electron degeneracy _in a \<1ide band gap ·ox-
- • ' . - • • • ; . ' • • , \ ; ' , • . . • ' I , . • 

ide_ by ~-Q~,~:F-Q:t~aJ:>tif intJ;:oducing non..;;stoicbi9met.ry and/or 

appropriate dopants. S_everal oxidss in the thin film fo:t"m, 

prepared by various deposition techniques are transparent 

conductors. M;tj or applicatiOn of .these is in electronic 

and opto-electronic devices, such as transparent heating 

elements, transparent- el.ect1;odes for s·olar cells, and 

different display devic-es., Widely studied "transparent· 

conductors are 'l'in Dioxide doped with Sb, F or As, Indium 

Oxide, 'l'in doped indium oxide,- Zinc oxide, Indium doped 
' - -

*Published in the "Journal of Phys.I) : Appl •. Phys", Vol.;2l; 
356-358, 1988. 
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~nc OXide and Cadmium stannate" other materials, which 

, may be used include oxides. of bismuth, molybdenum, 

titanium, tungsten, rhodium and rhenium, sodium t\mgstate 

and zinc stannate. 

In the family of semi conQ.ucting o:d.aes that have been 

used as i;.J;ansparent conductors, tin diox:f.d.e is , one _of the 

most p.J;"ominent members. Both '1l!ldOpea ~d doped Sno2 £llms 

can be used £o.r various practical applications L-l~2J". 

Undoped tin oxide films are anion deficient, where oxygen 

vacancies are created by chemical reduction. A similar or 

better effect. is obtaine.d by introducing dopants like Sb, 

;tn, Gd, ·. P, in the catiO!l sites or 'Jl or Cl in the anion 

. sites.~ The essential reqtlirement for the dopants are that 

. the ion_iq radii. o~ the d.opant;s mue?t be .of the same size or 

smaller than. the. ion it replaces and that no c_ompoundS or 

.solid S()lution~ of c;iopant oxide. with host oxi.de. a~ formedo 

:tf· the dopant ion is. too l?J.tg~, it "~;'fill ~<aptw:e the 

int~rf3titiaL, sit~, instead' .of tJ~. sub~tii:].lt;LonC!,l_, and will 

. act a~. a sca:t:tel;'ing si:t:e rather t;han as a .sourc~ of. charge 

aa~rierf?. L-lJ.ff!: .. J;>:apenCU-ng oi1 ~1 thes:e c,ondit,ion~ or;&ly 

the ab.ov~ met;ltioneq dopan·ts are genera].l.Y used~ 

. · A lar9e variety of methods that have been u~ed to 

deposit oondncting tin dioxide films are hydrolysis o£ 
·, , I ' - . 

chlorides 1 Spi;ay pyrolysis 1 . reactive evaporation and 

sputtering; screen prLT'lting,, doctor-blade, vapour transport 
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and:glow discharge of organotin compowids. 'rhe fabrica

tion and properties of transparent conducting oxide films 

have recently been reviet~ed by Chopra et al C2J. 

Hare we describe an extremely sinple method for the 

deposition of undoped and S};)-doped conati.ct.l.ng tin dioxide 

films.· This nov:ei technique u,·tiii'zes ·the hydrolysis of' 

S,nC14 on· the ·surface · of a hot substrate; which ·is·: ais o ·.the 

pasis ·of the f6.m:i.1iar spray ·pyrolysis· and chemical· vapour 

deposition ·processes • But ·unlike other methods, it does · 

p.ot requ.ire. any specialized sophistic:ated experirnenta~ . 

setup,· and hence dan be carried Out in any laboratOty. 'In 

most of· the methodS rnenti.oned earlier.; snci4 is taken· as 

the. starting material for hydrolysis• In the present 

technique, however, ·the starting material is the easily 

available material SnC12, ·~~0, which, as described bel~~, 

:is decomposed to yield $r!Cl4 .in situ,. 

3,.2. Daposit±on TechtJ.igue 

~ p~ste is made by dissolving .$nCl2 ~ 2~0" crystals; in 

a minimum amount of distilled water. ~ a ro~gh guide, 10 

gms of SnC12, · 2f1a0 require ·3 i:O S drops. of distilled water. 
. . . 

:tn the ·case of ·doping,· the .. requisite amaunt: of dopant .sbCl3 
is· dissolved in a rnini!'lllU'it amdunt of HGl and is then added 

to the paste. C:tt may be mentioned here ·that direet · 
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addition of SbCl3 to the undoped paste produces a chalky 

white prec~pitate, a compound presumably of insoluble 

hydroJd.des, and useful films cannot be produced from this 

material.J. The paste is then allo-v1ed to stand for 1-3 

days. When nearly dry, the mass .is throughly stirred 

mechanically, and with the help of paint brush a band 

approximately 3 mm wide is applied near one end of the 

substrate L-Fig.3.1_7. 

The substrate is heated using the arrangement shown 

in Fig.3.1(a). The simple set up requires a heater and 

an arrangement for holding the substrate. The substrate 

is kept initially in a position where only the portion of 

the substrate over which the film is to be deposited 

receives direct radiation from the heater. After some 

time, when the substrate has attained the required sub

strate temperature ( ~ 400 °C) , it is raised to its final 

position, so that the snc12 'band 1 now also receives heat. 

The SnCl2 mass first becomes dry, then melts into a 

glassy form and finally SliellS and starts into 1Spit '• 

Simultaneously, white fumes are given of~ and seen to 

deposit the sno2 film where they come into contact with 

the substrate. The thickness of the film being deposited 

can be visually monitored by looking at th~ reflection 

from the substrate and observing the interference colours. 

It is essential to control the air current (by properly 

placed shields), t-thich is the carrier gas in this case, 
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Fig. 3. 1. Arrangemen'ts for the deposition of Sno2 films. 
Figure· ·(c). shows the location of the ·SnC12 . 
band with respect· to the substrate. 
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for better uniformity of the film. Uniformity can be 

inproved by slightly rocking the substrate at the ·-time Of 
- . 

film def>osition. ~inal.ly, by painting another 'band • 

parallel to and at a distance ~ a em frOm the first one 

with the substrate. turned arround,. and repeating the whole 

process of aepositian it is possible to deposit a reason

ably uniform film of approximate ~ea 5 x 2.5 em. 

Essent;taJ.ly" sim;!.iar results are obtained if the 

substrate is positioned to receive direct radiation from . . 

the h~ater, while . the region with the SnC12 'band •. is 
. " ' ' .. ' ' . ' .. - -: ' . . . : .. · 

sb.ie].®d from the heater by a metallic strip L,-Fig.-3.1 (b)J. 

In this c::ase, no repositioning of the substrate is 
' ~ . . . . 

necessa~ as the shielding ensures that the substrate is 
'' . ' ' 

already at the required tempe1;ature before the SnCl~_paste 

starts to decompose. 

Results reported here \'Tare obtained for films. depps_it

ed using .the. arrangement .described earl.ie.r L,")?ig.·s .•. 1.(~) J;-11, 

:tt was found that the best films .in .. terms ·of con.duc

t.tv'ity, 'optical transmission, and, resistance. to peel:i.Qg 

. ..,.c)ff ·and acids were. obtained f.or a .substrate ternoerature . . .. . . - . ' 

of the order of 400°C. ·Films prepared at 1ov1er temperatu

_res· ( £300°C) have a relatively higher resistivity, 

tvhereas films. prepared at- higher· temperatures ( rv S00°C) 

tend to peel off easily. 
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In an attempt to understand the chemistry of the film 
\ ' 

..,forming process, a;n amount of snci2 paste was strongly 
• ' ' . . ~ • ' . r ' ' • ' . 

heat,ed in a closed flask and the vapours given off crondens

ed and collected. The condensate was chemically analysed 

and: found to con:sist of snc14 , HCl and ~o. A separate 

chemical analysis showed that snc12 paste itself contains 

sn mostly in the snii state .. 

It is well kn.own /_-3 J. that, in the presence of 

oxygen, an aqueous solution of SnCl2 becomes turbid on 

account of the following reaction 

It is suggested that, at room temperature this 
' . 

reaction is relatively slo-vli but proceeds .. rapidly on 

heating, as during the film deposition process. · Thus 

SnCJ.4 vapour, which is one of the reaction prodUcts,· is· 

hydrolyzed: to produce the film 011 contact with the· hot· 

substrate, the necessary moisture coming from the starting 

material itself as also from the atmosphere. 

With the help of this technique, it· is also pOssible 

to deposit Sn02 on a set Of 5 ·tO 10 painted substrates. at. 

a. time, if .a heater having a: sufficiently large area is 

available.. .A number of substrates can. th~s · be. coat:e<i by 

a: batch process to save. deposition time per substrate. 
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T.he paste remains in usable condition for a month or 

two. If it dries up, then it is necessary to add again a 

few drops of distilled water for further use. 

3.3. Results 

3.-3.;1~ · Thickness 

By varying the amount of starting material in the 

painted band and the deposition time, films of vari6us 

thicknesses, ranging from 100-SOOOA0
, as ascertained from 

. ' . . . 

the interference colours L~1_7 can be Obtained. 

The films are smooth over a length ~ 5 em f~om the 

position of the SnCl2 band. loitially the thickness is 
. ' . . . . 

not uniform, the layer being thicker nearer the band, as 

expected. aut by repeating the process, with another band 

?6 e em away from the first one and the substrate turned 

arround~ as described earlier, uniformity can be inproved. 

Thus a region of 3-5 ern long having a fairly uniform' thick

ness can be Obtained with the help of this tec~,ique~ 
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3.3. 2. Microstructural .r:etails 

3.3.2 (1) X-ray Diffraction (XRl?) 

Fig.3.2 sh~~s an- x-ray diffraction pattern of a typi

cal Sno2 film with CuK~ radiation. The diffractogram 

s~ggests tnat the film is polycrystalline in nature. T.he 

crystal structure is found to be in accordance with the 
' usual tetragonal form of sno2, which has a unit cell having 

- , 0 - 0 
dirnensio11s,a = 4.:74A , G _= 3.l9A ~-

(iiJ Scanning Et'ectron i1icrosc2PY (SEW 

'rhe surface topography as studied by a scanning 

electron microscope is shel·m in Fig. 3. 3 • The grain size 

is seen to be~ •2 /-1m. 

Ty});ical optical tran~mtission versus wavelength data 

~or the films of various sheet ·resistances are shown in 

F!g.3.4 (a) and .3.4(b) :Eor 'und6ped and sb-doped- (2- at'%) 

sno2 films. Optical transmission data- were obtained by a 

SH!l~~ UV-:?40 doublebeam spectrophotometer (air refe-

renee). ~ilms of average qptical transmission 70-90~ 

could be routineiy obtained by thi·~- method~ HO't'l9Ver, 

optical tJ;"ansmission ValUeS ShOi.~ (:1 triide scatter in the 
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Fig. 3. 3 A scannin~ electron w.icr·<.)t;;~ra::_)h of a 
typical Sno2 film. 
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Fig. 3.4. Optical transmission versus '.¥avelength 
for typical· Sn02 films of variou.s sh?.·~t 
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case of Wldoped films. 'l'his is due to the variable oxygen 

content in the resulting undoped films. This fact is also 

reflected in the conductivity data mentioned later (Fig. 

3.6). 

3.3.4. ELectrical Measurement 

Films of va~ious sheet resistances from 100-5000 

ohms/square could be obtained by varying the starting 

material, proportion of doparit, depositio.a tima and sub

strate temperature. ~ Fig.3.5 is shown the sheet 

resistance ~ thickness relationship for undoped and 2 a~ 

% Sb-doped films at various substrate temperatures. ~e 

sheet resistances of the films were measured by standard 

four-probe method. The resistivity of the Sb-doped (2 

at %) films prepared at 400°C by this technique is 

estimated to be ~ 5 x lo-3 ohm-em, which is comparable 

with the sheet resistance value --v 2 x 10"'"3 ohm-em of 

spray-pyrolysed sno2 : Sb films C2J. Relation between the 

sheet resistivity and optical transmission of undoped sno2 
and Sb-dqped (2 at %) Sno2 also bare glass (for reference) 

is shcmn in Fig.3.6. 'l'he sheet resistance values show a 

wide-scatter in the case of undoped films prepared by the 

present technique. It therefore appears that the amount 

of anion (oxygen) deficiency is difficult to control by 

this method. 
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3.4. Conclusions 

.. ' 

'l'he method discussed above is a very simple and 10\tr 

-cost one. With the help of this technique, one can 
. ., ' . ~ 

deposit t~ansparent conducting $no2 films· in. any labora-

to~ without using any specialized experimental set up. 

Another advantage is the use of. the l.ow cost laboratory 
•• < • 

grade . snc12 , 2~ o as the start'ing material. Thus an 
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uniform coverage of about 5 x 2,.;5 em is obtainable by this 

technique, -vrhich should make it useful .in various .device 

applications. 

3.5. Comparison o£ the Dip Technique for producing sno2 
filllli!. l'l.ith the .Eresent method •. · 

Both the present method as well as the dip teohriique, 

are very Simple and 1 ow-cost methods for the eeposition 

of Sn02 fi.lrns. But with the help of dip technique, it is 

difficult to get low resistivity films. As the chemical 

analysis results show (arte3o2}, when the liquid film. 

containing SnCl2 is.heated in a high ternpe~ature furnace,· 

tlie major port.ion·o:E · sn¢14 evaporates, leaving the hydrates 

of sno and sno2 "Eind'traces of SnC14 • HJ(drates of sno and 

Sn02 are highly insulating in nature and only the residual 

amount Of SnCl4 is converted into the conducting sno2• so 

the resUlting film is send-insulating in electrical· 
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' -1 properties and its resistivity value ranges from 4.5 x 10 

ohm-em to 4~5 x 102 ohm-em~ 

The major portion of SnCl4 vapour, which escapes from 

the substrate in the case of dip-technique, ·is used in the 

present -method to hydrolyze on the hOt stibstra:te sti.rface. 

AS a result, semi-conduc;ting sn.o2 films are obtained, whose 

sheet resistance lie in the range 100-50oo· ohms/square for 

a ·thiakness Of loo-oA0
, which corresponds to a resistivity· 

value iv 4.5 X 10-3 ohm-cm-2.2 X 10-1 ohm.;..cm~ 

These two t~chniques together can produce sno2 fUms 

having a wide range of sb~et resistance from about 100 

ohms/square to 10 7 ohrnS/s<;IUa~e~ 
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